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EASY 1-2-3-4 BLOWOUT USING KARECO PROFESSIONAL BRUSHES
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Find out why professional stylists prefer the high quality, durability and
comfort of KareCo.
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u Gently blot freshly washed hair with an absorbent hair towel.
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v Detangle hair and section with the KareCo 9-Row Styling Brush. It won't
break or damage hair and the soft bristles will glide through from root to
ends. Pump up the volume in front by wrapping the roots in pin curl formation around two of the Small Thermal KareCo brushes. Allow these sections
to set as you style the rest of the hair.
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w Blowout hair using the Large Thermal Round Brush to create bouncy, big
curls. It utilizes a dome-shaped ceramic barrel that evenly spreads heat to
speed a blowout and eliminate frizz.
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x Gently unravel hair from the Small Round brushes, misting with a medium-hold hairspray. Hair will be soft, free of frizz and the added lift throughout the crown. Flip hair upside down and run the Large Paddle brush gently
through hair for soft volume.
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Powered by 100% Advanced Ionic Conditioning Technology, KareCo brushes at
home feature unique anti-bacterial bristles that emit Tourmaline ions with
each brush stroke. Combining Ionic Tourmaline Plus Conditioning with an
ergonomic, vented design. For more information please contact Jennifer
Jeziorski at jjeziorski@kareco.com
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visit www.kareco.com for How to Videos and more product information
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